Introduction
In this study, I put relations energy time and energy speed and material very developed to solve the classic theme of the equation of light and to come to make a new model of the equation of light by the hypothesis of creation of a new time parameter and a new concept which is based on this parameter which is a mathematical equation that I put them to get to make the new linear model of the equation of light in connection with the final time parameter.
Discussion
Relationship sutured endless new. The following new Relationship that we have In doing this work I try to better understand and understand relativity by giving it another form that better describes the relation between the energy of a particle and the speed of light and I find a new parameter of time that I use it to explain deeper my theorem which is based on this newly exploiting aspect through a development of a special mathematical concept that gave me specific access to develop and bring out the energy theorem. I would also say that the theorem is a new mathematical and physical structure that are both linking and appropriate the speed of light remains the same my concept just explained the phenomena that we can find them in far galaxies or even in our galaxy, as for example the black hole because at the level of these giant physical bodies matter it exists only in the state of emptiness with enormous speed and infinite time. So I try to give a new concept for this coast. ISSN We have a new energy that appears after time T F is a universal infinite energy is always positive is proportional to the energy E and it can reach the whole of the universe and explains the total flow of matter through transformation of these two energy.
Note
All these calculations are made in order to correct and retrieve a developed and corrective version of the classic Einstein relation and would be linked to anew time parameter that is T F .
